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1. Z-order Curves

To create a Z-ordered Space Filling Curve, we first com-
pute a Morton-order value for each coordinate in a point
cloud. We use Morton-order values to sort the points in the
point cloud. To compute a Morton-order value for an inte-
ger set of coordinates, we first convert each value to binary
and then interleave the bits of each coordinate. Following is
a simple example [1]:

(x, y, z) = (5, 9, 1) = (0101, 1000, 0001) (1)
Morton-order = 0100010001111 (2)

There are numerous efficient ways of computing Morton-
orders, some of them with constant time complexity [1].

2. PointNet + MortonNet Architecture

In experiments 1 and 2, we use Morton features fused
into PointNet [3], in order to perform semantic segmenta-
tion of S3DIS and vKITTI. Figure 1 shows the final archi-
tecture of PointNet fused with Morton features.

Figure 1. PointNet + MortonNet: We fuse Morton features into
PointNet [3] by concatenating them with with the output of the
feature extractor, just before the point classification.

3. RSNet + MortonNet Architecture

In experiments 1 we also use Morton features fused into
RSNet [2], in order to perform semantic segmentation of
S3DIS. Figure 2 shows the final architecture of RSNet fused
with Morton features.

∗indicates equal contribution.

Figure 2. RSNet + MortonNet: RSNet [2] extract point features,
and feeds these features into a series of RNNs, where the inputs are
organized into structured slices. We concatenate Morton features
to the output of the feature extractor and feed the resulting features
to the slicing and recurrent layers.

4. MortonNet for ShapeNet Part Segmentation

Figure 3 shows the simple classifier architecture we em-
ploy to transfer our Morton features to the part segmentation
task on ShapeNet. Our classifier operates directly on Mor-
ton features. The network consists of 4 convolution layers,
the first 3 followed by batch normalization and ReLU. The
final convolution layer outputs a score for each class.
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Figure 3. MortonNet for Part Segmentation: The architecture
of the classifier we use on top of our Morton features to preform
point-based 3D tasks such as part segmentation. F = Morton fea-
ture size; C = Number of parts/classes.

5. Part Segmentation Qualitative Results on
ShapeNet [4].

Figure 4 shows qualitative results for our method, Mor-
ton features + simple classifier. We show results for all the
object categories of the dataset.
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Figure 4. ShapeNet Qualitative Results: Part segmentation results of MortonNet on each shape category in ShapeNet [4].
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